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ABSTRACT Concrete Filled Steel Tubular (CFT) arch bridges are excellent in strength 
under in-plane load.However， they are not always excellent in seismic safety under out-of 
plane seismic load. A partial CFT arch bridge may be useful to improve seismic safety. In this 
paper， the dynamic properties of the partial CFT arch bridge are discussed by using the 
existing partial CFT arch bridge built in China (Sanqian Bridge). Firstly， the validity of 
analytical model is examined by ambient vibration test of this bridge and vibration 
experiment using moving vehicle. Then， by changing the concrete filled length， the effect of 
the filed length on the natural frequencies and earthquak.e response is discussed. 
Keywords :コンクリート部分充填鋼管(CFT)，アーチ橋，橋梁振動，地震応答
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吊材 横構 RC結尚子 RC橋脚
コンクリート 鋼管
E加~/m2) 3.19X 107 2.06X 108 2.06X 108 2.06X 108 2.74X 107 2.74X 107 
強度傘肘~/m2) 392∞ 235200 235200 235200 
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モード 計算値胆z) 実験値但z) 誤差
面内逆対称l次 1.156 1.137 -2% 
面内対柄q次 2.049 2.341 14% 






































































































Wave number Q (cycle/m) 
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